Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with solutions of the equation A« + p(x)u = 0 in an unbounded domain Q in R", Q D {x\ \\x\\ > Rq). The main result is a determination of conditions on the asymptotic behavior of p(x) sufficient to guarantee that no non trivial L^ solution exists. Our results contain those of previous authors as special cases. The principal application is to the determination of upper bounds for positive eigenvalues of Schrodinger operators. 0. Introduction. One of the most important questions in the analytic theory of quantum mechanics is the question of existence of eigenvalues of Hamiltonians (bound states). It is intriguing, in particular, to investigate the question of existence of positive eigenvalues of Hamiltonians of Schrodinger type. For such problems physical intuition suggests a negative answer, but mathematically the question is a very subtle one which requires rigorous investigation.
0. Introduction. One of the most important questions in the analytic theory of quantum mechanics is the question of existence of eigenvalues of Hamiltonians (bound states). It is intriguing, in particular, to investigate the question of existence of positive eigenvalues of Hamiltonians of Schrodinger type. For such problems physical intuition suggests a negative answer, but mathematically the question is a very subtle one which requires rigorous investigation.
In this paper we will denote by H any selfadjoint realization of -A + V in which A is the «-dimensional Laplacian (n > 3), and F is a real valued function defined over the «-dimensional euclidean space R" (where x = (xx, . . . , x"), r = ||.x||). The set ñ is an unbounded open connected domain in R" such that ß D {x\ \\x\\ > R0} for some R0 E R. In general, it is believed that the spectrum of H consists of [0, oo) u {f\} where [0, oo) constitutes the continuous spectrum of the operator, and \'s are discrete negative eigenvalues with finite multiplicity. Since the essential spectrum of the operator H is more stable under certain classes of perturbations than the continuous spectrum it is desirable to show that the continuous spectrum coincides with the essential spectrum, and for many operators this is the case. There is, however, a celebrated example due to von Neumann and Wigner [11] in which, for a reasonable potential, the operator -A + V possesses a positive eigenvalue. This example suggests the possibility that for certain classes of operators with oscillating long range potentials there may exist positive eigenvalues immersed in the continuous spectrum.
The plan of the paper is as follows: We first give a reasonably thorough account of the literature on nonexistence of positive eigenvalues. We then state our main result, which contains as special cases many of the known results and in addition applies to a much wider class of potentials. We then prove our main theorem and give some examples.
(1) Kato [4] has shown that for one body problems with V(x) = 0(r~"), as r -> oo for a > I, there are no positive eigenvalues.
(2) It follows, in fact, from Kato's Theorem 1 .a [4] that if for some constant K > 0, |/-F(x)| < K for r > R0, then there exists no positive eigenvalue X satisfying X > K2.
(3) In [9] , Odeh has shown that if V(x) = O (I) as r -h> oo, and dV/dr < 0 for large r, then H has no positive eigenvalues. (4) In [12] , Weidmann has proved that if V(x) is a homogeneous function of degree -a, 0 < a < 1, i.e., rdV(x)/dr + aV(x) < 0 for x E M = {x\ \V(x)\ < oo}, then the spectrum of H is purely continuous.
(5) Finally, Simon has obtained the following theorem [10] :
Theorem X.IfV is a real valued function in R3 with the properties that (i) V E L2(R3) + LM(R3); and V = V0 + Vx where V0 and Vx are C°° in [x\ \\x\\ > R0} for some Rq,
(ii) Vq(x) = o(l) as r-* <x>, lim sup rdV0(x)/dr = Aq < oo, r-»oo while Vx(x) -o(r~ ') as r -» oo, (iii) solutions of Hu = Aw satisfy the unique continuation property, then H has no eigenvalues in (Aq, oo).
Remarks. In (3), (4), and (5) the authors have employed a variant of Kato's method [4] and have assumed some degree of smoothness for a part of the potential V. Also, it is worth noting that in (4) and (5) results were established for the special case 0 = R" and R3 respectively.
(6) Weidmann in [13] obtained a virial theorem which asserts that under appropriate conditions on V it follows that ([rdV/dr + 2(V -X)]u, w> = 0, where X is an eigenvalue and u is the corresponding eigenfunction of H. This, in part, implies that if Remarks. (1) Agmon has improved Simon's result by a factor of 1/2. (2) Theorem 3 can handle a wider range of potentials than those of Agmon. In fact, by Theorem 3, one obtains Agmon's result if A" is equal to zero. On the other hand, if Aq = 0, Theorem 3 fails to yield Kato's result, namely that there exists no X satisfying X > K2. Thus Theorem 3 is a combination of Agmon and Kato type results but not quite in the optimal sense. For the von Neumann potential V(r) = -8 sin 2r/r + 0(r~2) we are assured, by Theorem 1, that there is no eigenvalue X > 16, whereas, by Theorems 2 and 3, there can exist no X > 8. (3) Kato, in [4] , has introduced a class of von Neumann type potentials, and the conclusions of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 can be applied to these potentials as well.
From the above cited results, it is clear that the class of long range potentials for which one can establish the nonexistence of positive eigenvalues is rather restrictive. Our work extends the size of this class considerably. (9) In this paper we obtain the following theorem: Theorem 4. Let V(x) E 1^(0,) be a real function satisfying hypothesis (i) of Theorem 2 and suppose it is possible to choose an R0 sufficiently large such that for \\x\\ > R0
(ii)' V(x) = V0(x) + Vx(x) + V2(x) where V0(x) is real, continuous, possesses a continuous radial derivative and satisfies (*), Vx is real and satisfies (***), and V2(x) is such that (representing V2(x) is spherical coordinates as V2(r, u)) I aV2(a, w) do J r If we set < M < j for all p, r > Rq.
then the unique selfadjoint extension operator H possesses no eigenvalues in (a, oo).
Remarks.
(1) As Lavine [8] has noted, although wave operators do not exist for the Coulomb potential (V(x) = -c/r), the theory of long range potentials is not yet complete. The problem, from the physicist's viewpoint, is that scattering theory without long range potentials cannot be considered satisfactory. The Vx of Theorem 4 is such a long range potential. (2) The V2 piece of V makes it possible to include some unbounded potentials which oscillate through arbitrarily large positive and negative values as r -> oo but which according to Kato [5] do not violate the conditions for uniqueness of the selfadjoint extension of the operator H. (See [5].) (3) We note that if V = V0 (i.e., K = 0, M = 0) we retrieve Agmon's result (Theorem 2), whereas if V =VX (i.e., A0 = 0, M -0) we retrieve Kato's result that there exist no eigenvalues X in the interval X > K2.
(10) Finally, we mention a result of Konno [7] derived for a region ß with noncompact boundary. Specifically, ß includes the exterior of a certain parabaloid of revolution, and F is a real valued function, an element of C'(ß), which satisfies
Under these conditions any function u which satisfies -Au + V(x)u = Xu, mE L^ß), must vanish everywhere in ß.
In the remaining part of this article, we furnish the proof of Theorem 4, and then give some examples. Theorem 4 will be a special case of the more general Main Theorem treated in the next section.
I. Main result, nonexistence of L2 solutions. Let ß c R" be an unbounded connected open region such that the exterior BC(RQ) of a sphere of radius R0 is contained in ß, i.e., BC(R0) = {x\ \\x\\ > Rq} c ß, where ||x|| -r = (2ï x2)x/2 with some suitably chosen origin. We shall determine conditions on the real potential p(x) such that the equation
has no nontrivial 1^ solutions in ß. We shall be concerned throughout with classical solutions of (1.1), i.e., with solutions which belong to W2,c0(ß) n L2(ß). We establish the following theorem:
Main Theorem. Let u E W2,x be a real valued solution of (1.1) in ß, where p(x) E Lx2°°(í¡) is a real valued function representable in BC(R*) as
(1-2)
for sufficiently large R* > Rq; then if the quantities p¡(x) satisfy the properties (a) supxeBc(R.)\rpx(x)\ < K,K a positive constant;
(b) supM.,|/; op2(oco) da\ < M < i, Vp, r > R*, Proof of Theorem 4. Assume H possesses an eigenvalue X E (a, oo). Let u be the corresponding eigenfunction such that Au + (X -V(x))u = 0 in ß (distributional sense).
It follows from assumption (i) of Theorem 2 that w|a is a C2 function in ß0. Since meas(ß|ß0) = 0, it follows that wiOin ß0.
We rewrite
and choose p0 = X -V0(x), px(x) = -Vx(x), andp2(x) = -V2(x). We observe that all the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. Thus u = 0 in BC(R*), for R* sufficiently large, and by the unique continuation theorem, u must vanish in ß0 contrary to our assumption. It might be mentioned here that (d) and (e) yield the lower bound, a, for the nonexistence interval in Theorem 4, if one replaces p0 by X and rdp0/dr by -Aq in (d) and then optimalizes the resulting inequality with respect to y.
To establish the Main Theorem we shall assume that u ^ 0 is an L2 solution of (1.1) and use a series of lemmas which are consequences of conditions (a)-(e) together with a lemma derived in [6] We first sketch an outline of the proof of the Main Theorem. Since we are assuming that u E L2(ti), it follows that F(r) = J*°°(ß p-^-Vu2* dp (r > Rq), r S" is well defined. We shall view F as a function of í = r_(n_2) and show that it satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1. From Lemma 1, it will follow that u = 0 in BC(R*). As a consequence of unique continuation theorems for elliptic equations [3] , we can then conclude that u = 0 in Q. In order to carry out this program, we first calculate FF" -(F')2 (' = d/dt, t = r~(n~2)l). To facuítate this calculation, we recall from [6] the following consequences of the fact that u E L2(Q) and satisfies (1. where we have taken a sequence /?m -» oo in such a way that lim inf can be replaced by lim in the first of equations (A) and the limit on the right can be evaluated as zero. Similarly, using the remaining conditions (A) we obtain (n -2)2F" = 2(ß uj-ds = 2j°°76 [|grad u|2 -pu2] ds dp where we have used (1.1).
We conclude, after a routine calculation employing Schwarz's inequality, that
FF" -(F'Y > 2 F(t) (n -2)-
We now let -a i,= Ci.
|grad tv| |gradw|2-p«2-2Í|^>) pu* <í ds dp.
Our task will be to determine an appropriate lower bound for /, so that when this bound is inserted into (1.4) the resulting inequality will be of the form indicated in Lemma 1.
In deriving this bound we make use of a number of integral inequalities involving px and p2. We list them here and relegate the derivations to the appendix. In the following computation we will denote ou/dp by up for simplicity. f ó Pi"2 ds dp < e f <£ u2 ds dp, (R<£ pxu2 ds dp <Kln( -\<j$ u2 ds
ds do dp,
'r
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+ (2M + e)fR-(R(£ |grad u\2 ds do dp (C2)
Jr PJp -'S.
for computable constant C, f <£ pp2uup ds dp < M<£ |mmp| ds + -z-¡r(f> u2 ds + f <f> (Mpo + e)u2 ds dp Jr 'S, + (M+ e)f (Ç) |grad u|2 ds dp,
r Sr ( -f <f> op2uu0dsdodp < Clni-jd) u2 ds + Mini -\<£ \u\ \uR\ds + f -f ó (MPo + £)"2 «* da dP >r PJp JS, ■R 1 rR + (M + e) [ -f 6 |grad «|2 ds do dp (C4) Jr P Jp JSa for computable constant C. We now make use of certain of these inequalities to establish the following lemma. In what follows we shall use e as a generic symbol to indicate a coefficient that may be made arbitrarily small by choosing R* sufficiently large. We shall not index the e's except where it seems necessary for clarity.
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof of this lemma is based on a Rellich-type identity derived as follows: Set f $ (pmp + Cu)(Au + pu) ds dp= 0, r > R*.
Jr JSP An application of divergence theorem gives -!* 2C 2«2 -|grad u|2 + p0u2 + -uup ds\r + n-2-2C f m |grad m|2 ds dp 1 rR p^+(n-2C)p0 u2 ds dp -Hi + / 96 p(px + p2)uup dsdp+ Cf j) (px + p2)u2 ds dp. (1.6) r Sp r Sf
We now make use of (Bl), (B3), (Cl) and (C3). Inserting the expression for 2C into (1.6), choosing y = y (the y of (d)) and rewriting (1.6), we obtain 2u\ -|grad m|2 + p0«2 + --uuR 2M. R:
ds+M<£ \uuR\ds > h $ í2u' ~ \&ad "i2 + Po"2 + ~ruur * + (Î-«)//#J|8»d«|a-«î]** u2 ds dp. (1.7)
Note that J(R) satisfies
+ C4$ \uuR\ ds +-g f u2ds, (1.8) and it is easily seen as indicated in [6] , that limiruV(A) = 0.
Ä-»oo '
Thus, making use of the expression for C, using the fact that u2 < |grad tv|2, inserting condition (d), and letting R -» oo, we arrive at (1.5), and Lemma 2 is established.
We remark that it follows directly from (1.5) after integration and use of arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the last term that JCrRp-S~(f>s?°dSd<'dP < l±i JT*I jH°£ [|grad w|2 -(PQ -e2)u2] ds do dp 0-9)
where again r has been chosen sufficiently large. We shall make use of (1.9) later on. Finally, we note that the integral ri/"^"a***
•oo 1 /-oo pK 's.
is convergent. This follows from the proof of Lemma 2 and hypothesis (d) of the Main Theorem. We have, from (1.7) after letting R -» + oo and using (1.8),
where e, ê > 0 and e < y/2. Since u,VuEL andp0 is bounded, it follows from the above after a quadrature that the integral is convergent
We shall need one additional lemma in the proof of the theorem, namely:
Lemma 3. Let u be an Lj solution of (1.1), and let p satisfy conditions (aHd) of the theorem, then f -[ Ó Igrad u\2 ds do dp Jr pJp Js, < J4L£<Í> -ds + (1 + e) f °°-r°°<É (p0 + e)u2dsdo dp. (1.10) ¿ JS, r Jr P Jp ->S"
Proof. The proof of this lemma comes from a straightforward integration by parts and inequalities (B) and (C). Noting that the boundary integrals at infinity may be dropped, we write <£ -ds = -2 f (£ -u.ds -(n -2) ( <£ ^-ds dp + <£ ^-ds \ do dp +<£ ^ds ds do dp +m -^ds Sr >(2-e)J -f°°(ß |grad w|2 ds do dp -fR-r°°(6 (2p0 + e)«2 dsdodp+(ß ^-ds.
Jr P Jp JS. TSK R Solving for the first term on the right, we find, after letting R -» + oo,
[ -f Ó |grad «|2 ds do dp Jr P Jp ~s.
-«TSr r Jr pJp Jsc\^u 2dsdodp
2 -e TSr r Jr p J" TSc\ 2 -e which is equivalent to (1.10). Note that both sides of this last inequality are finite. Note. Inequalities (1.9) and (1.10) can be combined to give Í ~ Í <£ u2 ds do dp Jr pJp Ss.
< i^y^f^-y ds + ef™ -foe(f) (pq+ e)u2 ds do dp. (1.11) We are now ready to compute a lower bound for /, in terms of F and F', and complete the proof of the Main Theorem.
Proof of the Main Theorem. In (1.6) take liminf as /?-» oo and set C = 0. (Note that the special choice for C used in proving Lemma 2 has not been made at this point.) Then dividing by p and integrating, we get }'■» f -( ó Igrad u|2 ds do dp Jr pJp -Ts.
n -2 r00 1 f°°A
Po .
a-oo~+npo u ds do dp -I (p <r(/?, + p2)uua ds do dp r PJP •% (1.12)
We now apply (B2), (B4), (C2) and (C4), after letting R -» 00, we obtain, for some positive y, ]rlx > -Un-2 + 4M + e)(C°-f°°(fj |grad «|2 ds do dp 2K2 -£ u2 ds do dp.
(1.13) Using (1.10) and (1.11), we obtain ¿/.» 1 + £ (n -2 + 4M + £ + y)(f) -ds + £ f -f á) u2 ds do dp u2 ds do dp.
(1.14)
(1.15)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use holds. Then (1.14) may be rewritten as 1 7] > _(l + £X.-2)(w_2 + 4M+£ + y)t_XFV) n -2. Jq since clearly f°°-/"°°(6 u2 dsdodp> f V"-3^) dp.
Jr P Jp JS. Jr
In order to apply Lemma 1, and conclude that u = 0 in Bc(R*), we must require that y satisfy the inequality ; (1 + e)(n -2 + 4M+e + y) > ^ 3" _ 4 2 " n-2 '
i.e., we may choose We remark that the nature of the spectrum in the interval (0, a) for the class of long range potentials considered in this paper remains unknown. The above examples illustrate that the value of a frequently depends on the way in which p(x) is decomposed. In a specific example one will choose the optimal decomposition if it can be determined.
Appendix. We present here the proofs of the inequalities (B) and (C). f ó pxu2 ds dp < -f (£ u2 dsdp = ef <£ u2 ds dp;
[ <£ pxu2ds dp < R~f -<ßu2dsdp -<-M:2*-l"ih (Bl) n -1 1 •* 1 yua +-u ds do) dp ds do dp; methods of mathematical physics, Vol. Ill, IV.) They also wish to thank the referee for a number of helpful suggestions. j 9 fiPi""P ds dp < k( (£ \uup\ ds dp < 1 r* li y«2 + --u2 ds dp.
jRj>sP2u2 ds dp jR § 9%1 ^ « > -'S,, 3P P 1 s"P i^^-n < ä"^ u2 ds + ef (£[ul + u2]ds dp 2uup + (n-2) -P 'r JSa ds dp (Cl)
We have introduced the notation g(p, r) = jP op2(ou) do, dropping the indication of dependence on to.
Jo = í Ó P2u2 ds dp = f (£ -^-g(s, r)-ds dp (R(f) h(p, r) |grad u\2 -pu2 + ?-^uup + (" f u2
}r 'S, P P 2p2
ds dp
For simplicity, we denote by J2 the second integral on the right-hand side. Thus, we obtain
